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Are the Russians Gaining Word wise? 
BY ARTHUR SALEMME 

Undassi/Uld 

A heretofore negl«tal a8pf!d of the Cold War. 

Many Americans do not realir.e that the English and RUBBian lan
guages have much more in common than the word oodka. In my 
~nee as a Rusaian-to-Engliah translator, I have noticed many 
other similarities, including startling evidence that Russian and 
English are engaged in a gobbledygook race. Since Congress will 
probably never get around to comparing American and Soviet clichl! 
production, I feel it my patriotic duty to bring theee lrimi.larities to 
the attention of some of the millions of Americans who irtill think 
of Russian as eome kind of unlearnable "semi-Oriental" language. 

It iB true that enrollments in Russian-language couraee have been 
increal!ing !jlowly since World War II, but many people are still 
frightened away from studying Russian because it iB written in a 
strange alphabet. Actually the alphabet constitutes only a minor 
obstacle. Everyone who has studied eighth-grade geometry knows 
the Greek letter pi. From that beginning, with a greater or lesser 
knowledge of the other Greek letters, he can go on to memori7.e the 
rest of the Russian alphabet. This purely mechanicill problem of 
transliteration (the representation of sounds in different alphabets) 
has its own fascinations. Someday I might write an article about 
them, and include the joke in which ·the Ruasian words amurskiy 
kazak (Amur River C0888ck) are translated into French as "Cos
saque d'Amour."• 

In the meantime, however, I shall just discuss words, rather than 
the representation of them. 

First, RUBBian and English have many words in common. Most 
grammars point out that Russian and Englieh are related languages, 
since both are descended from Inda-European, a common language 
that once extended from Weetem Europe to India. They point out 
that RUBBian and English share a basic vocabulary (for example, 

'The transliterations throughout thia article llf9 ba8ed OD tha Board of 
Geo111"aphic N81D88 system, rather than the NSA ay11t.em, since words trall8-
lit.erat.ed by the former system oft.en have a leea forbidding appearance to ·the 
ave.rage reader. While the transliteration "amurakij/' for ezample, might, for 
vario\18 technicel re&IODB, be preferred by languqe epecialiats, I think that it 
might have tbe effect of ecaring oft preciaely the readen I am attempting to reach. 
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mcwko-milk, sestra-sister). But the languages have had a separate 
development for many hundreds of years and this basic vocabulary 
has by now changed so much that only trained linguists can match 
up such legitimate pairs as oosem'-4!ight or znat'-kn-Ow. Therefore, 
when looking for similarities that will help a person to learn Russian, 
we ought to disregard this basic vocabulary (family relationships, 
numbers, parts of the body, certain basic verbs, etc.) with a long, 
complex, and often unrecorded history. 

Instead, we should emphasize only the comparatively modern 
words that RUBSian and English share. These include many words 
of Latin or Greek origin, such as anniya-anny, intereanyy-interesting, 
Jwmforlabefnyy-comfortable, psikholcg-psycholcgist. Many Russian 
words that look like English words, however, were taken into R\18-
eian from German and therefore show the effect of reverse English 
(to use a pool-player's, rather than a linguist's, term). The Russian 
words Jwnstruktor, fabrika, komandirouat', and fulbol, for example, 
mean "designer," Hfactory/' uto eend.'' and "aoccer," since they 
were derived from the German words Konstruktor, Fabrike, koman
dieren, and Fussball ( = soccer). 

Inexperienced translators often comMit boners when translating 
words that "look English." Thus, they translate proff!tl8ional'nyy 
soyuz as "professional union," instead of "trade wrion," or tekJini
cheskiye kul'tury as "technical cultures," instead of "industrial crops." 
They often forget that Ruasian also took in many words from French 
and Polish and therefore they ignore Rule 1 in translating Russian, 
which is never to trust any word, no matter how similar it looks to 
English. . 

If this seems confusing, it may be comforting to know that the 
Russians share the confusion along with the words. It is reported, 
for example, that during the Russian uprising of 1825 one political 
faction that wanted the Tear's brother to return from Poland and t.o 
assume the throne as a constitutional monarch, got the populace to 
chant "Konstantin i konstitutsiya" (Konstantin end constitution). 
The leaders of the faction were a bit abashed to learn that the popu
lace thought that Konstitutsiya was the name of a wife that Kon
stantin had acquired in his travels. 

The same confusion seems to continue to the present time. The 
word polildinika (polyclinic) is miapronounoed poluklinika by many 
Russians who feel that the RU88ian prefix polu- (half) indicates the 
distinction between a real hospital, with beds, and only "half a 
clinic," which only has out-patient facilities. 

In the field of technical terminology, no such confusion about 
borrowed words exists. The Russian word kreking-protse88 in liter
ature on petroleum refining is actually translated "cracking prooess." 
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But there has been a campaign in postwar years to "purify the Rus
sian language," just as the Nazi purified the German language by 
officially "recommending" the replacement of words like Telefon by 
nice German words like Fernsprecher. Hence it is now "recom
mended" that terms like kreking-protsess be replaced by purer terms 
like pl"rJtseM rasshchepleniya. Notice the improvement? 

However, new technical literature is translated into Russian so 
quickly that apparently Russian will always have a certain impurity 
content, such as kro8ingorer or tranzistlJT. This type of word-bor
rowing can be handy for purposes af establishing scientific priority. 
A new Russian word barn, for =ple, was used as a unit of meas
urement in an article claiming Russian priority in the field of elec
tronic microscopy. Strange to say, prior to that time the English 
word "barn" had also been used in that field as a unit of measure
ment, but only as a sort of joke at the expense of earlier experimen
ters who had grossly understimated the magnitude of nuclear cross 
sections. 

English· has done more than its ahare of borrowing words from 
other languages, but it has taken comparatively few words from 
Russian into the general vocabulary. These include the words intel
ligentsia, soviet, samouar, and vodka. Other Russian words are fa
miliar to English-speaking speciali8ts in various fields. The terms 
chernozem and glin.ozem, for e:umple, are familiar to any American 
soil scientists. Most often, however, the terms for Russian concepts 
borrowed into Engliah are translated, so that the term "black earth" 
aa a scientifically definable soil type ie perhaps just as current as 
chenwzem. But the ward kolkhoz, even though it is listed in Web
ster's, is undoubtedly not as common in English as. its translation 
"collective farm." 

The word kolkhoz is typical of many Russian words that actually 
consist of the first syllables or first letters of other words that are too 
big a mouthful for rapid discourse. Kolkhoz is thus the abbreviation 
of kollekti11n.oye khozyaystvo; linkor (battleship) is lineynyy korabl'; 
Gosplan (State Planning Commission) is Gosudarstvennaya planoooya 
komissiya. The Russian word for "higher educational institution" 
is vuz (ri.lnes with "noose"), which is much quicker to say than 
vyssheye · uchebnoye zavedeniye. The difference between Russian and 
English is that the large number of such words in Russian are used 
not only in everyday speech, but also in formal writing, whereas such 
words in English usually have a limited usage. Most English words 
like this are trade names (Socony, Nabisco), cable addresses (Gen
radco); official or service designations (BuPers), or occupational 
slang (lox = liquid oxygen). The English word of this type with 
the least limited range is probably Unesco, since I doubt whether 
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the word "syndets," which is U88d by a certain large-circulation 
magazine in this country, will ever entirely replace the words "syn
thetic detergents." 

If the Unit.ed States is behind in the formation of such new words, 
it is way ahead of the Soviet Union in the formation of tricky abbre
viations. Apparently every new organization has to have a name 
similar to CARE (Cooperative for Americsn Remittances to Every
where, formerly Cooperative for American Remittances t.o Europe) 
or ACTION {American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods). 
Even things thrown into orbit have to have catchy names, like 
MOUSE (minimum orbital universal satellite of the earth) or "Dyna
Soar." RUl!l!ians can't beat names like that. 

The RUS11ian lag in the formation of cute abbreviations is analogoW1 
to the RUBBian Jag in the formation of unWlual first names. Axnerica 
has had a long history of unusual first names that ext.end from the 
Colonial merchant, Preserved Fish, through ZaSu Pitts, to current 
Hollywood names of the Steele Helmit variety. But only since 1917 
has it been permitted to use anything other than a saint's name as 
a first name on a RWIBian child's birth certificate. Even so, one 
would think that in forty-three years there should be more unusual 
names than Elektrichestvo (Electricity), Stalina, Vil (initials of 
Vladimir Il'ich Lenin), and Ninel' (Lenin, spelled backwards.) 

English seems, on the other hand, to be taking a leaf from Rus
sia's book of rules on the formation of noun-qualifying constructiollB. 
RUBBian abounds in constructions like "I stepped on a lying under 
the table cat." For the time being, I shall not discuss whether this 
is more or less "funny-sounding" than the comparable German "I 
stepped on an under the table lying cat" or "I have on an under the 
table lying cat ge-stepped." "Funny-sounding" or not, construc
tions similar to the RUBBian ones (but with lots of hyphens thrown 
in) are apparently becoming more frequent in English. In addition 
to television commercials urging us to buy the "kind-to-your-hands 
lotion with the kind-to-your-pocketbook price," we encounter such 
constructions in print. A magazine tells us that the best way to 
keep a bathroom Bink unclogged is to make regular use. of 
"a specially-prepared-for-that-purpose cleaner." And a Jett.er to 
the .editor of a Washington, D. C. newspaper states that the con
version of Rock Creek Park to a throughway would be comparable 
to an attempt to "slice up the original copy of our Constitution into 
more-convenient-for-the-Great-American-public-to-look-at pieces." 
I'm afraid, however, that we have a long way to go before we can 
match the following sentence that appeared in a recent Soviet scien
tiftc journal: "The Presidium prop0ses the confirmation of the in-
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detail-worked-out-and-preliminarily-widely-discuseed- and-approved
by-last-year's-June-meeting-of-the-Academy text of the Charter." 

Another feature that Russian and English technical literature share 
is the perhaps universal tendency to llilll cliches. Many RUB8ian 
cliches are translations of German ones (tulyy ryad = eine gan7.e 
Reihe = "a number," literally "a whole row"; Unet' znaeheniye = 
Bedeutung haben = "to be important," literally "to have signifi
cance"; igro.t' rol' = eine Rolle spielen = "to play a role"). I find 
it refreshing to think that RUB8ian stylists undergo the same agonies 
as English ones in trying to stamp out these hackneyed expressions. 
RU811ian stylists complain, for example, about expressions like tulyy 
ryad voprosov (literally, "a whole row of questions"). They ask sar
castically, "Isn't there ever half a row?" Furthermore, they say, 
writers cannot even keep the cliches straight, but use expressions 
like imet' rol' ("to have a role") and igrat' znacheniye ("to play im
portance"). But Russian purists, like English purists, will never 
win: clich~-wise or weird-innovation-wise, many things keep getting 
into print that shouldn't. 

In my work as translator I have always enjoyed recognizing old 
clichl!s as .they come up in Russian, much as the executioner during 
the Reign of Terror must have enjoyed the arrival of each new 
tumbrel. I delight in finding what I think is confirmation of my 
theory that there must be some universal law that makes all elec
trical engineers, whether they be American, Russian, Japanese, or 
Javanese, write "Then the process of the flipping of the switch was 
accomplished by the author of this article," instead of "Then I 
flipped the switch." 

At least one confirmation of this linguistic universality is the way 
that "literally" in the sense of "not lit.erally" seems to have taken 
hold in Russian. My collection of English sentences that indude 
"The audience remained lit.erally glued to their !10ats" and "His eyes 
literally popped out of his head," has been enriched by two occur
rencee of the Russiru;i .word bukval'no in just as nonliteral environ
ments. One sentence stat.es that after a person had kept anxious 
reporters waiting for several hours while he gave hill report to hill 
superior, he finally emerged and "was literally bombarded with 
questions." The scene th.at evokes! Impatient reporters petulantly 
writing down their questions on slips of paper, chewing them into 
spitballs, and jUHt waiting for M-minute. The other sentence is one 
in which a prerevolutionary Russian ri1le team was so humiliated at 
finishing last at a Stockholm championship match that they did not 
even wait for the distribution of the prizes, but "literally ran all the 
way home to Saint Petersburg in disgrace." I assure you th.at the 
work involved in learning the Russian alphabet was small compared 
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to the joy with which I can still recreate the aoene of the akunked 
RU8Bian team dog-trotting through the snow, sobbing uncontrollably, 
paat a cluster .of 1JJ1COI11prehending Lapplander&. 
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